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HE author makes clear that her book “is a work of jour-
nalism”, which means that there is no comprehensive 
index to guide the reader.  Referencing is restricted to 

short ‘Notes on Sources’ and ‘Select Bibliography’. This is her 
first book and, having just completed reading it, I am struck by 
her energy and commitment to research.  She whizzes round 
Ireland interviewing witnesses to atrocities committed in the 
now infamous Mother and Baby Homes, Magdalene Laundries 
and other institutions run on behalf of the Irish State by 
Catholic nuns. This is all the more praiseworthy, as Ms Hogan 
seems dependent on public transport and lifts from friends and 
relatives to get to interviews and places of interest. In rural 
Ireland, that’s tough! 

The main theme of the book is that poor, ‘promiscuous’ 
women who fell pregnant outside of marriage were “looked 
after” by a shame-industrial complex (lovely phrase!) adminis-
tered by Church and State. “None of the building blocks of the 
shame-industrial complex was intrinsically Irish or intrinsically 
Catholic. But independent Catholic Ireland brought them to a 
sort of dark perfection”. Celibate, childless nuns were tasked 
with ‘rescuing’ unwanted babies from women who had either 
been raped or who had succumbed to their own sexual desires- 
an unhappy emotional mismatch of carer-patient if ever there 
was one.   

Republic of Shame interweaves two strands of journalistic 
research: interviews with victims, witnesses and perpetrators, 
and an overview of the history of the build up of the Church-
State collusion into what happened. Caelainn Hogan is good 
on both these strands in her work.  She quotes aptly Irish soci-
ety’s “perverse, morbid relationship with what you call re-
spectability” (Enda Kenny);  the Catholic Church as “the pri-
mary carrier of the virus of misogyny” (Mary McAleese); and  
a Jesuit priest in the 1930s who expressed the wish that the 
Irish people be as Catholic “as the Germans are Nazi”. 

Amazingly, there was no basis for legal adoption in Ireland 
until 1953. The following year, Mary Frances Keating,  a 
columnist in the Irish Times wrote of the twisted fear of sex 
that afflicted the young people of the Republic: “In Ireland,  
illegitimate births are frequently concealed and young unmar-
ried mothers are usually hurried out of the country with a 10 
pound note and the parental injunction not to show their faces 
at home again”. It was a brave piece of journalism for the 
decade in which Archbishop McQuaid was in his pomp. 

Today the Irish State seems finally to have come to realise that 
silence and secrecy cannot plaster over the cruelty of the past.  
We are beginning to bring up the bones, painfully, literally.  
Hogan speculates why so many nuns are reticent about speak-
ing of what took place in Tuam, in Bessborough, and in so 
many other places.  Many of the Orders have sought legal and 
PR advice; and the Sisters on the ground have often been ad-
vised (ordered?) not to talk about what happened: the silence 
of the nuns.  

Money and social status were major factors in who was incar-
cerated in these institutions, and why Irish society wished to 
shut the problem from public sight.  Paul Jude Redmond (a 
survivor of Castlepollard) noted that there had been a signifi-
cant fall-off in child mortality rates after the passing of the 
1953 legal adoption legislation.  He is quoted as writing that 
“When we illegitimate Irish bastards were suddenly worth 
more than the cows on the farms, we stopped dying by the 
thousands”. 

Republic of Shame is not light reading, because the topic is not 
a pleasant one. Caelainn Hogan manages to present herself as 
not having been traumatised by her research and does an excel-
lent job of melding her diverse material into a coherent whole.  
Ireland, North and South, is beginning to come to terms with 
our sordid past.  Carson was proven correct when he said that 
“Home Rule was Rome Rule;” but then ‘Rome Rule’ was 
made so much more inevitable by the lack of any meaningful 
opposition in the Republic in the same way that discrimination 
became so prevalent in Northern Ireland. Bad mistakes are 
made when opposition is silenced.  Knowing the truth helps us 
avoid similar mistakes in the future. Read this book.                  q  
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